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INTRODUCTION
SECTION 1



Acknowledgement
All I discuss is joint work with Dr David Croft.  
I lead the Year 1 Semester 1 programming module 
and him the Year 1 Semester 2 module.
David has just become Senior Lecturer in the 
Institute of Coding (still in Coventry).  Happy to 
share his experiences with the wider Institute!
We have a paper on our use of Codio:
D. Croft and M. England.  Computing with Codio at Coventry University. Proc. 
3rd Conference on Computing Education Practice (CEP '19), Article Num 16, 
ACM, 2019. DOI: 10.1145/3294016.3294018 



Context
First Year Programming Modules at Coventry 
University for Computing students.
 Semester 1 in Python 3.  Semester 2 in C++ 14.
 Students on a variety of degree courses (not all 

straight Computer Science).
 Majority of students do NOT have (significant) 

prior programming experience.
 Majority of students do NOT have A-Level 

Maths.  Quite a lot come through BTEC.
 Many lack good study skills at start of degree.



When we started in 2015:
 Student satisfaction too low; pass rates too low; 

ability of students in Year 2 not good enough.
 Traditional setup:  Module leader presents 

slides, curates set of exercises for students to do 
in labs.  Feedback on those via model solutions 
and discussion with staff in labs.

 Assessed via:  
 Final written exam (not fun to mark); 
Mid term multiple choice quiz (no marking; hard to 

make it a meaningful assessment of programming); 
Group programming project (individuals can hide).



Innovations we have tried:
 Getting rid of lectures 

(Going "flipped").
 Use Codio as both IDE, learning environment, 

and tool for weekly formative feedback.
 Split out group projects into separate integrated 

course assessment modules.  Assess individual 
contribution by viva.

 Use CodeRunner for Moodle for meaningful 
automated summative assessment.
We still have the written exam for now (gives 
nice metric to measure effect of changes). 



Innovations we have tried:
 Getting rid of lectures 

(Going "flipped").
 Use Codio as both IDE, learning environment, 

and tool for weekly formative feedback.
 Split out group projects into separate integrated 

course assessment modules.  Assess individual 
contribution by viva.           But not discussing today.

 Use CodeRunner for Moodle for meaningful 
automated summative assessment.
We still have the written exam for now (gives 
nice metric to measure effect of changes). 



Why care?  
For my module:
 Student Satisfaction was 62% the year before I 

started.  Now it is 93%.
 Students satisfaction with feedback is 90%.
 Pass rates and average marks are on target 

(and exam significantly harder than the year 
before I started).

 Informal feedback from students is that they 
really appreciate Codio; and the automated 
feedback more generally.



For my bonus application…

 2016/17: Started using Codio.
 2017/18: Used it much better.
 2018/19: Started using CodeRunner.
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Motivations for automation.
Number of students on first year programming: 
250, 350, 400, 450.  So yes, partly to scale.
BUT Even at 250 students we had problems.
 Summative assessment only came at middle 

and end of semester.  Too late for many!
 Formative feedback from:

 Talking to staff in labs – only the good ones do it!
 Comparing to model solutions – delay before its 

possible, are they able to meaningfully compare?
 In my first year I distributed test scripts but running 

these and interpreting output was hard for many.



Important Clarification

 Students have access to the same amount of 
staff contact time now as before.  Our aim is just 
for that time to be more productive.

 Students still get human feedback:
Group project code evaluated by human.
Group project viva is conversation with human.
 Can still get formative feedback in labs from staff.
 Exam still hand written and hand marked (although 

maybe that will change). 



CODIO
SECTION 2



Codio
 Cloud based environment:
Students can now continue at home where 

they left off in class with ease.
Staff can view student projects remotely.
No more "how do I install Python" questions.

 Virtual Linux Machine and basic IDE 
environment (similar to Cloud9).
Students have sudo rights.  They can install 

libraries and software as they wish.
 New VM for each student in each unit.  Teacher 

can populate with files, guide, and tasks.



This is not an advert for Codio
 I have no affiliation with Codio.  
 Codio costs money (I don't know how 

much – it will vary and be negotiable).
 There may well be competitors.  

I have not done a recent comparison.
 I am very happy with the service they 

provide and feel no desire to change.  
But if I wanted I could export my files and 
tests plus guide text in markdown.



Does it ever break?

 Yes, but rarely.  
Codio breaks far less often than our WiFi!

 When bugs are found and I have reported them:
Always get through to human within minutes.
Always got them fixed within days.
Most recently a bug reported on Boxing Day 

2018 was fixed by the 28th.  



Common Questions

(Q) What languages does Codio support?
(A) Anything you can install on Linux.  

(Q) What testing functionality does Codio 
support?
(A) Some basic built-in options (we'll see in 
a minute) plus anything you can install on 
Linux / write yourself.  



Be Aware
Codio provides the environment and the hardware.  
They do have some content also (e.g. units on 
basic Linux bash commands, basic Python syntax) 
but this is unlikely to map directly to your modules.
 You need to produce the content!
 Writing Codio guides takes less time that a Latex 

worksheet.  
 Writing (good) code tests can be very time 

consuming (with or without Codio).
 But you can reuse it year after year!



Demo

Demo Leap Year exercise and how we may 
write Codio code tests for it.



Are all your tests like that?
For my module (Python) I mostly output of student 
functions as in the demo.  Sometimes I also:
 Test what their code prints.
 Test whether than ran the right Linux command.
 Test files their code edits / creates.
 Test databases their code edits / creates
 Test the variables their code defines.
 Test the classes they create.
David's module (C++) uses standard C++ unit 
testing tools.  Students have to be taught how to 
read the output of these.



What problems did you have?
Biggest difficulties came from our own university
 GDPR fears almost killed it dead.
 The first year they made us get every student to 

sign a physical form with permission for Codio to 
host data.  Thankfully, that is now automated.

 We still do not have Moodle integration: Codio 
support it but there are fears at our end.  So we 
have to perform manual checks for e.g. duplicate 
accounts; are they really our students.

 We are currently banned from using Codio for 
summative assessment (external organisation).



Codio have adapted to GDPR

 Codio now offer a choice between servers in 
USA or Ireland (GDPR compliant).

 Added functionality for GDPR informed consent 
on signup.

So there should be no problem:  but ensure you 
leave enough time for internal university approval 
processes.



Students dislikes about Codio?
 The students who have the most prior 

programming experience dislike Codio 
because they prefer to program in their 
IDE of choice.  They find the simple IDE in 
Codio limiting.  
But it does have e.g. auto-complete, 
syntax highlighting, a built in debugger.

 But its probably fair to say that Codio gets 
harder to use to the more complicated the 
software project.



GUIs

 Codio is designed for students to interact 
with the computer via terminal only.  

 There is now functionality to see a screen 
but it’s a bit clunky (with time-lags).

 It works fine for Python turtle exercises 
and when we make a calculator (my first 
GUI exercise).  
That's as far as we go with GUIs in Year 1.



Licence issue to consider
 We are charged per student, per year.
 We currently buy licence for all our first year 

students.  In Computer Science only we also but 
licence for students in Year 2.

 So e.g. our Games Technology students lose 
Codio access at end of Year 1.  
Need to warn them to download any files they 

want before licence expires!
Students who want to revise their first year 

material have difficulty doing so.



Lessons we've learnt
 Students like Codio overall.
 Students appreciate the automated feedback 

(and seem more willing to view that as feedback 
than informal human conversations?!?)

 It has aided engagement – while Codio is 
formative work, students seem more likely to 
engage with Codio than with other formative 
tasks (Gamification? Formalisation?)

 It is challenging to write good tests.  With 450 
students someone will find the edge case you 
missed!  And harder in C++ than Python!



Data Capture

It was not an original motivation but we've 
noticed that Codio provides us with 
significantly more data on our students:
- Time spent in each unit.
- Number of tasks attempted.
- Number of tasks completed.
Plus anything else you code up to track!



COHORT DATA



INDIVIDUAL DATA



What do we do with this data?
Currently, we send automated:
- Intervention emails for students who are 

more than two weeks behind.
- Outcome emails after the midterm pointing 

out the links in an individual's data on 
engagement (using Codio), attendance (in 
class), and performance (on the test).

But I'm not sure these are having much 
effect.



Codio for Summative Assessment?
 We had summative mid term assessment as 

multiple choice Moodle quiz.
 Wanted to replace with Codio tasks.
 University said No.  Instead, in 2018/19 replaced 

with Moodle CodeRunner quiz (next section).
 Codio was not really designed for summative 

assessment (aimed at high schools primarily).
 The Codio task infrastructure in not as secure as 

you might like (task code is on VM – student has 
sudo rights – so can access / edit if know how).



CODERUNNER
SECTION 3



CodeRunner
 Moodle Plug-in that provides an additional 

Question Type for a Moodle quiz.
 Developed at University of Canterbury, NZ.

R. Lobb and J. Harlow. 2016. Coderunner. ACM Inroads 7, 1 (Feb 
2016), 47–51.  https://doi.org/10.1145/2810041

 Fully Moodle approved (so was not too hard to 
convince our ITS team to install it).  Requires an 
additional Linux server where the code is sent to 
for testing.  Need to test this at scale.

 Can use CodeRunner with any programming 
language you can install on that server.

https://doi.org/10.1145/2810041


Features of CodeRunner
 Free syntax checks.
 Basic syntax highlighting.  
 Can give access to pop-ups (e.g. language 

documentation).
 Teacher can apply their own rules and penalty 

regime for how many gos a student gets at a 
question.  I allow unlimited (in the time limit) with 
5% penalty to a maximum penalty of 30%.

 I would like to replace my written exam with this.
 CodeRunner has further boosted my stats.



Another look at my bonus application

 2016/17: Started using Codio.
 2017/18: Used it much better.
 2018/19: Started using CodeRunner.
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Examples

 Look at CodeRunner examples.



CodeRunner with C++
CodeRunner did not proceed as smoothly with the 
C++ module this semester:
 Much harder to write the tests than in Python.
 Much easier for the students to have compiler errors 

that stop anything running (i.e. 0 marks).
 Much easier for student to write code that compiles but 

is wrong enough to stop tests compiling (so blame us).
 Student grades were quite low and they were not 

happy about it.
We are not giving up on CodeRunner for C++ but 
we do need to make some extra efforts here.



Any Questions?

You are welcome to contact me later:
Matthew.England@Coventry.ac.uk

http://computing.coventry.ac.uk/~mengland/

D. Croft and M. England.  Computing with Codio at Coventry 
University. Proc. 3rd Conference on Computing Education 
Practice (CEP '19), Article Num 16, ACM, 2019.                                                    
DOI: 10.1145/3294016.3294018 
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